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ASHLAND CITY COUNCIL 
BUSINESS MEETING  

MINUTES 
Tuesday, April 18, 2023 

 
I. CALL TO ORDER 

Mayor Tonya Graham called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. 
 
1. Land Acknowledgement 
Councilor Kaplan read the land acknowledgement. 

 
II. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 

Councilor Hyatt led the Pledge of Allegiance. 
 

III. ROLL CALL 
Mayor Graham, Councilor Hyatt, Bloom, Dahle, Kaplan, DuQuenne and Hansen were present. 
 

IV. MAYOR’S/CHAIR OF THE COUNCIL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
1. Proclamation Recognizing Historic Preservation Week in Ashland 
2. Proclamation Supporting the Oregon Shakespeare Festival 

Mayor Graham read both proclamations. 
 

V. APPROVAL OF CITY COUNCIL MINUTES *** 
1. Minutes of the April 3, 2023, Study Session 
2. Minutes of the April 4, 2023, Business Meeting  

 
Councilor Hansen/Dahle m/s to approve the minutes of April 3, 2023, and April 4, 2023. 
Voice Vote:  ALL AYES. Motion passed. 
 

VI. SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS   
1. Alan C. Bates Public Service Award 
Mayor Graham honored Michael Dawkins’ years of volunteer service to the city by presenting 
him with the Alan C. Bates Public Service Award. 
 
Pam Marsh/Ashland/Shared her experience working with Mr. Dawkins and spoke of his 
abiding love for this community. 
 
Roger Pearce/Ashland/Spoke of his experience working with Mr. Dawkins and his genuine 
care for this community.  
 
Paula Hyatt/Ashland/Thanked Mr. Dawkins and deeply appreciated his contribution to 
Ashland. 
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Dave Dotterer/Jackson County Commissioner/Spoke about how Mr. Dawkins was easily 
respectful under any circumstance. 
 
David Lohman/Medford/Shared his friendship with Mr. Dawkins since adolescence. He spoke 
to Mr. Dawkins’ respect for others’ viewpoints. He was always a doer and an enabler. 
 
Mr. Dawkins expressed his appreciation for the award. He shared memories of his upbringing 
through the Oregon Shakespeare theatre. Ashland was his true love. He had arranged to have 
his ashes spread in the garden where he lives. 
 
2. Historic Preservation Advisory Committee Annual Report 
Senior Planning Derek Severson introduced Historic Preservation Advisory Committee Chair 
Beverly Hovenkamp who gave the annual report along with details of Historic Preservation 
Week starting May 14, 2023, submitted into the record (see attached). 
 

VII. CITY MANAGER REPORT 
City Manager Joe Lessard noted building permits were issued for 188 Garfield Street and 
occupancy permits issued for a cottage housing development on Coffee Lane. He 
announced the promotions of Molly Taylor as the interim Human Resources Director and 
Brandon Goldman as the Community Development Director. City Conservation Division staff 
would participate in Earth Day Friday, April 21, 2023. They authorized the emergency weather 
shelter to open for last night but did not have volunteers to staff it. The shelter would open the 
following night pending volunteers. He went on to review Look Ahead. 
 

VIII. PUBLIC FORUM  
Miriam Reed/Ashland/Expressed her dissatisfaction with the process regarding the 
telecommunications ordinance.  
 
Bruno Marcotulli/Ashland/Expressed his dissatisfaction with the process regarding the 
telecommunications ordinance.  
 
Kelly Marcotulli/Ashland/For five years she spoke to issues regarding cell towers. She 
expressed her dissatisfaction with the telecommunications ordinance, council, and staff. 
 
Paul Mozina/Ashland/Spoke regarding the increase of EMS calls from the Ashland Fire and 
Rescue and wanted detailed data on the calls to determine potential funding. 
 

IX. CONSENT AGENDA  
Mayor Graham pulled Consent Agenda item #2 for further discussion. 
 
1. City Council Liaison Appointments 

o Jeff Dahle to the Historic Preservation Advisory Committee 
o Dylan Bloom to the Forest Lands Advisory Committee 
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Councilor Hyatt/Bloom m/s to approve Consent Agenda Item #1. Roll Call Vote: Councilor 
Kaplan, Hyatt, Dahle, Hansen, DuQuenne, and Bloom, YES. Motion passed. 

 
2. Grant Application for Unhoused Emergency Shelter 
Mayor Graham expressed concern regarding aspects of the grant application. Community 
Development Director Brandon Goldman and Housing Manager Linda Reid responded. This 
was a request for staff to prepare and apply for the grant. It would come back to council to 
accept the grant. It would require the city to maintain the service beyond January 10, 2024, 
when the grant concluded. The intention of the grant was to create rapid reportable 
outcomes. The short timeline and turnaround would not allow the city to create programs or 
development proposals to cultivate new relationships or explore new things. It was 
specifically for items already in the pipeline. Council and staff discussed how they might use 
the funds if the city received the grant.  

 
Councilor Bloom/DuQuenne m/s to authorize staff to prepare and submit an application for 
grant funding to acquire and renovate a building to be used for sheltering purposes, and to 
contract with a service provider to oversee the operations of the shelter.  
DISCUSSION: Councilor Bloom noted council could choose to accept the award or not, but it 
provided incentive to move forward with a plan. Councilor DuQuenne agreed. Mayor Graham 
thought there were low overhead permanent concepts and did not want to tie the City’s 
hands for securing this kind of infrastructure. Councilor Bloom suggested using the word 
facility instead of building. Mayor Graham suggested using, submit an application for grant 
funding to develop some form of shelter bed in accordance with state recording. 
 
Councilor Hyatt/Kaplan m/s to amend the motion such that the grant funding to acquire and 
renovate a building, be changed to submit an application for grant funding to address facility 
needs for the use of shelter purposes. Discussion: Councilor Hyatt thought keeping the amended 
verbiage vague gave staff the broadest spectrum to navigate the parameters outlined tonight. 
Councilor Kaplan agreed. Roll Call Vote. Kaplan, Dahle, Hyatt, DuQuenne, Hansen, and Bloom, YES. 
Amended motion passed. 
 
Roll Call Vote on main motion:  Councilor Bloom, Hansen, DuQuenne, Hyatt, Dahle, and Kaplan, 
YES. Motion passed. 
 

X. PUBLIC HEARINGS  
1. Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Awards 

 Housing Manager Linda Reid spoke about the applicants who submitted applications and 
explained how the community development block grant worked and the allocations the 
Housing and Humans Services Advisory Committee recommended.  
 
Public Testimony 
Mary Farrell/Maslow/Explained how the Maslow Project had grown their program 
significantly. She described staff credentials, and how they worked closely with local agencies 
to provide the best possible service. Maslow Project had almost a 100% graduation rate. She 
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credited it to the involvement of the Ashland community. She concluded by sharing a 
success story. 
 
Mayor Graham closed the public hearing at 7:32 p.m. 
 
Councilor Hansen asked about the commercial kitchen and city use. Ms. Reid confirmed 
OHRA’s commercial kitchen would be available to the city as needed.  
 
Mayor Graham asked if the city could build navigational support into the state grant 
previously discussed to develop shelter beds. Ms. Reid confirmed OHRA would be required to 
provide navigational services and explained how. She was not sure if that would address 
OHRA’s shortfall for navigational services currently being offered. City Manager Joe Lessard 
clarified the grant was on a shorter timeline. Councilor Kaplan confirmed funding for 
navigational services was for people who were housed, and the grant funds would be 
restricted to new shelter beds. 
 
Councilor DuQuenne declared a conflict of interest due to her being on the Maslow Project 
board. She asked Council to recuse her from the vote.  
 
Councilor Hyatt/Hansen m/s to approve Councilor DuQuenne’ s request for recusal. 
Roll Call Vote: Councilor Kaplan, Dahle, Bloom, Kaplan, and Hansen, YES. 
 
Councilor Hansen/Hyatt m/s to direct staff to draft the 2023 Annual Action Plan for the use 
of Community Development Block Grant funds reflecting the award of CDBG funding for the 
2023 Program year as follows: 

• $15,000 to Maslow Project School Based Services 
• $11,936 to Options for Helping Residents of Ashland Navigation 

Services 
• $141,235 to Options for Helping Residents of Ashland Commercial 

Kitchen Project 
DISCUSSION: Councilor Dahle commented on the special services. Councilor Hyatt expressed her 
appreciation for OHRA and the Maslow Project. She thanked Ms. Reid for her efforts. 
Roll Call Vote: Councilor Hansen, Hyatt, Kaplan, Bloom, and Dahle, YES. Motion passed. 
 

XI. UNFINISHED BUSINESS - None 
 

XII. NEW BUSINESS 
1. Acquisition of the Palen Property (Taxlot 391E16–600) for the Open Space Park 

Program 
Parks and Recreation Director Michael Black explained the benefits of purchasing the 
property. He provided a presentation (see attached): 

• Palen Property Taxlot 391E16-600 
• Open Space Plan - 2005 
• Trails Master Plan 
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Councilor Bloom asked what would happen to the System Development Charges (SDC) if 
Council did not move forward at the end of the fiscal year. Deputy City Manager Sabrina 
Cotta explained the funds would remain in the Parks and Recreation Department for uses 
such as this. 
 
Councilor DuQuenne asked about the SDC funds, the trail and maintenance. Mr. Black 
explained how SDC funds were collected. He went on to confirm the Alice in Wonderland trail 
was one of the oldest and most used trails and served as a collector. Trail maintenance was 
done through volunteer or contract labor. There was also a trails crew in the Parks and 
Recreation Department.  
 
Councilor Hyatt asked about the diverse types of use and plans to ensure safety for all 
modalities. Mr. Black explained there were two trails, one for mountain bikes and one for 
pedestrians, and discussed making them distinct. 
 
Councilor Hansen/Dahle m/s to approve the proposed acquisition of the Palen Property, 
Taxlot 391E16 – 600 as described in the staff report and for its dedication as Parks and Open 
Space program inventory. DISCUSSION: Councilor Hansen noted the property was special 
and how this purchase would bring in pedestrians, horse riders, and bicyclists. Securing this 
property was galvanizing a piece of social equity for all Ashland residents and others to enjoy. 
It would provide economic opportunities to build more trails. Councilor Dahle agreed. He 
remembered when Alice in Wonderland was the only trail and what had been done was 
outstanding. In addition to supporting recreational and economic values, equally important 
was public safety and forest resiliency. Councilor DuQuenne supported the motion because 
of the economic value it would bring to Ashland. Roll Call Vote: Councilor Hansen, 
DuQuenne, Dahle, Kaplan, Bloom, and Hyatt, YES. Motion passed. 
 

2. Climate Change Addendum to the Ashland Forest Plan 
Wildfire Division Chief Chris Chambers and Forest Lands Committee member Luke Brandy 
explained the effects of climate change currently occurring and what would happen in the 
future. Climate change had resulted in mass fire. They described the devastating effect. They 
cited studies and described the devastation of tree species. This destruction prompted the 
need to add a climate change addendum to the Ashland Forest Plan  
 
Committee member Brandy explained the process the committee used to determine what 
was relevant to Ashland’s forests. The Committee compiled climate science into the Ashland 
Forest Plan and after it was completed how things changed including the death of old growth 
trees. It was happening quickly and was severe. They held an open house and  
incorporated those thoughts into the addendum.  
 
Councilor Kaplan asked about competing objectives taking a higher priority with conflicting 
issues. Division Chief Chambers explained competing objectives were typical. There were 
different strategies. They would go through project planning, analyzing conflicting objectives, 
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fires, and soil. Spatially, they could not achieve multiple objectives but could accomplish 
some on the landscape. Modeling was another way to help weigh different objectives. He 
described the monitoring process and commented on the volume of data.  
 
Councilor Kaplan, asked about partnerships already in place and managing those impacts. 
Division Chief Chambers listed the groups assisting and their roles. One study focused on the 
impacts of recreation on forest lands. It was better to have recreation dispersed over the 
landscape, but the type of recreation mattered. There was science behind it as well as 
impacts of trails in specific areas. Councilor Kaplan asked about self-policing. Division Chief 
Chambers cited partnerships that enforce trails and prevent people from branching off and 
making their own trails. 
 
Councilor Dahle asked about public awareness and education. Committee member Brandy 
explained steps taken and how the pandemic stalled moving forward with those efforts. 
However, they were bringing back public field trips and had reached out to working or retired 
professionals to get involved as well.  
 
Councilor Hansen asked if this would help with fundraising and grant writing efforts. Division 
Chief Chambers thought it would.  
 
Charisse Sydoriak/Ashland/Read from a document submitted into the record (see 
attached). 
 
Councilor Dahle asked what the timeline was to update the plan. Committee member Brandy 
explained it was a ten-year plan and hoped to start in 2026. 
 
Mayor Graham asked about council and public participation. Division Chief Chambers 
explained it was a strategic level document and would not have the detail that the project 
proposals would have.  
 
Council Kaplan commented on the committee having and noticing public meetings. Division 
Chief Chambers responded scheduling issues with the meetings were resolved. Regular 
meetings occurred on the second Tuesday of each month at 5:30 p.m. at Fire Station No. 2. 
 
Councilor Hansen/Bloom m/s approve and make final the Ashland Forest Plan Climate 
Change. DISCUSSION: Councilor Hansen appreciated the extra steps staff were taking. 
Councilor Bloom looked forward to working with both of them. Councilor Kaplan commented 
on the complexity of the matter. Roll Call Vote: Councilor Kaplan, Dahle, Hansen, DuQuenne 
Bloom, and Hyatt, YES; Motion passed. 

 

Council directed staff to meet with council twice a year going forward. 
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XIII. ORDINANCES, RESOLUTIONS AND CONTRACTS 
1. Second Reading of Ordinance 3220 Amending the City’s Food and Beverage Tax to 

correspond with the City’s referendum ballot language for the May 16, 2023, Special 
Election 

Acting City Attorney Doug McGeary read the changes made to the ordinance during first 
reading. 

 

Public Testimony 

Susan Hall/Ashland/Read from a document submitted into the record (see attached). 
 
Councilor Hansen/Kaplan m/s to approve second reading 3220 that corresponds with the 
City’s Food and Beverage Tax referendum ballot measure for the May 16, 2023, Special 
Called Election. DISCUSSION: Councilor Hansen liked the idea of a funding source. It would 
get everyone out to enjoy nature no matter who they were and lessen the burden on the 
general fund. Councilor Kaplan supported the motion. It was great financial policy for the city. 
He hoped it passed. Councilor Bloom supported the motion but did not support it being 
extended to 2040. Councilor DuQuenne did not support the motion. She wanted it to go to the 
people and listed what the tax could have helped. Roll Call Vote: Councilor Dahle, Bloom, 
Hyatt, Hansen, and Kaplan, YES; Councilor DuQuenne, NO. Motion passed 5-1. 
 

2. Contract Amendment with RH2 Engineering for the East & West Forks Water 
Transmission Line Design and Construction Administration 

Public Works Director Scott Fleury provided an overview, explained the amendment and 
details of the project. They were requesting additional appropriation in the 2024-25 budget. It 
was unanticipated and due to additional construction administration requirements imposed 
by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) which had become more stringent 
based on past issues. Councilor DuQuenne asked if the request was in the budget. Mr. Fleury 
confirmed it was and part of the capital plan the council accepted and part of the 2023-25 
biennium.  
 

Councilor Bloom/Hyatt m/s to approve a professional services contract amendment with 
RH2 Engineering in the amounts of $210,515 for the design and construction administration 
of the East and West Forks Rehabilitation Project. DISCUSSION: Councilor Bloom thanked staff 
for their diligence. Councilor Hyatt appreciated the background on FERC. It would contribute to 
maintenance and provide back up in case of algae blooms in the reservoir. Councilor 
DuQuenne appreciated this was not budgeted prior but thought it should have been 
budgeted ahead of time. Mayor Graham asked Mr. Fleury to respond. Mr. Fleury Scott 
explained there was an appropriation that covered the increase in this project and why staff 
was requesting additional appropriations in 2023-25. Anticipating every nuance FERC might 
impose would encumber a significant amount money. If they did not use the money, it went 
back into the water fund. Existing money would go back into construction. No one anticipated 
FERC being this stringent. Roll Call Vote: Councilor Kaplan, Hyatt, Dahle, DuQuenne, Hansen, 
and Bloom, YES. Motion passed.  
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XIV. OTHER BUSINESS FROM COUNCIL MEMBERS/REPORTS FROM COUNCIL LIAISONS 

1. City Managers One Year Performance Review 

Deputy City Manager Sabrina Cotta provided background the city manager’s review. 
 
Councilor Hyatt/Dahle m/s that the City Manager has successfully met the performance standard 
as set by City Council and has successfully passed his annual performance review. 
DISCUSSION:  Councilor Hyatt thanked the city manager for the past year of efforts. Councilor Dahle 
thanked Mr. Lessard for his professionalism and organization. Roll Call Vote: Councilor DuQuenne, 
Kaplan, Hansen, Bloom, Dahle, and Hyatt, YES. Motion passed. 
 

XV. ADJOURNMENT OF BUSINESS MEETING 
Councilor Bloom/Hansen/s to adjourn the meeting at 9:24 p.m. Voice Vote: ALL AYES. Motion 
passed. The meeting adjourned 9:24 p.m. 
 
Respectfully Submitted by: 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted by: 
 
 
 ________________________________________ 

 City Recorder Melissa Huhtala 
 
Attest: 
 
 
________________________________________ 

 Mayor Tonya Graham 
 



























Palen Property 

2023 Palen Property Purchase 1

Taxlot 391E16 – 600
20.12 Acres
- Alice in Wonderland Trail
- Connection to existing bike/ped easements
- Guaranteed perpetual access
- Control over fire fuels and fuels reeducation 
RECOMMEND PURCHASE OF PROPERTY AT 
AGREED UPON PRICE: $150,000

Source: Parks SDCs 
PROPERTY DEDICATED AS OPEN SPACE and PARK 
PROGRAM INVENTORY

Parks Commissioners have already 
approved the acquisition 

Alice in Wonderland

Bike/Ped Easements

USFS PROPERTY 

CITY OF ASHLAND 
PROPERTY 



OPEN 
SPACE PLAN 
- 2005
Land Identified for 
purchase for trail and 
open space



Trails Master Plan

• Ch. 16; Eastside Forestland Trails 
• Palen Property Bridges the Gap for Alice in 

Wonderland

• Recommend Approval of the 
acquisition of the Palen Property as 
described in the staff report and for its 
dedication as Parks and Open Space 
program inventory. 

20XX PRESENTATION TITLE 3



From:
To: Public Testimony
Cc: Chad Woodward; Bob Kaplan; 

Subject: Public Testimony - Ashland City Council (4/18/2023)
Date: Friday, April 14, 2023 8:49:43 PM

[EXTERNAL SENDER]

Climate Change Adaption - Ashland Forest Plan

Mayor Graham and Council,

I provided the following comments, on 9/27/2023, regarding an earlier draft of the Addendum:

“While the current draft of the Climate Change Addendum addresses strategies to
prepare for and become more resilient to climate change, it does not address how
the AFP will achieve carbon neutrality by 2030. In order to address the later the
AFP Addendum should include, at a minimum, the following:
● Quantification of GHG emissions from forest practices including climate

impacts directly related to carbon black. (NOTE to editor: please include a
definition of carbon black and its impact on climate and human health).

● Identification of GHG emission offsets for AFP land management activities
that could serve to achieve carbon neutrality by 2030.”

The updated draft does not provide this information. Instead it includes the following
statement in an apparent response to my original comment.

“Though the Ashland Climate Energy Action Plan calls for carbon neutrality, we recognize
that this may not be possible on City forestlands, where goals of community wildfire safety
and maintaining forested ecosystems intact are higher priorities.”

It is critical that the Climate Change Addendum quantify AFP greenhouse gas emissions and
the extent of carbon sequestration. These details are needed to understand the extent of
additional emission reductions that the city must achieve, or off-sets it must implement to
achieve the CEAP’s goals. 

Thanks you,
Gary Shaff

mailto:chad.woodward@ashland.or.us
mailto:bob@council.ashland.or.us
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